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Abstract
We study an innite system of Brownian hard balls, moving in Rd and submitted to a smooth
innite range pair potential. It is represented by a diusion process, which is constructed as
the unique strong solution of an innite-dimensional Skorohod equation. We also prove that
canonical Gibbs states associated to the sum of the hard core potential and the pair potential are
reversible measures for the dynamics. c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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0. Introduction
We consider a system of innitely many indistingable hard balls with diameter r>0
in a d-dimensional Euclidean space Rd, d>2, undergoing Brownian motions and sub-
mitted to the inuence of a smooth innite range pair potential s.
Innite systems of interacting Brownian particles (i.e. balls with diameter reduced to
0) have been treated by Lang (1977a,b) and Fritz (1987) in the case of a smooth non-
negative pair potential with nite range. Tanemura (1996) studied the case of Brownian
hard balls without supplementary pair potential. Recently, Fradon and Roelly (2000)
analyzed an innite system of hard balls submitted to a smooth nite range pair po-
tential under the assumption that the density of balls is suciently small. Here, we
present a generalization of the previous works with respect to two important points:
the spatial mean density of the initial conguration is arbitrary large (when it is Gibb-
sian, this means that there is no restriction on the activity), and the balls interact even
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if they are separated by any large distance (the potential s has innite range with
exponential decrease). Under these assumptions, we construct the gradient diusion
X(t)= (Xi(t); i2N; t>0), unique strong solution of the following innite-dimensional
Skorohod-type system of equations
Xi(t) = Xi + Bi(t)− 12
X
j2N
Z t
0
rs(Xi(s)− Xj(s)) ds
+
X
j2N
Z t
0
(Xi(s)− Xj(s)) dLij(s);
where, for any i; j2N; i 6= j; t>0; jXi(t)−Xj(t)j>r, and Lij(t) are local times, that is
nondecreasing continuous processes with
Lij(0)= 0; Lij(:)=Lji(:) and Lij(t)=
Z t
0
5frg(jXi(s)− Xj(s)j) dLij(s):
In a rst section we dene state spaces and present the main results of the paper. In
the second section the nite-dimensional Skohorod problem is stated, some geometrical
aspect of the conguration space is discussed, and the dynamics of nitely many hard
balls is solved. The third section is devoted to the convergence of nite-dimensional
approximations towards X(:), a reversible solution of the above equation. In the last
section, we prove some measurability properties of the diusion X(:) and the existence
of solutions with deterministic initial conditions.
1. Statement of the results
1.1. Conguration spaces and path spaces
In the whole paper, j:j denotes the euclidean norm and h; i denotes the corresponding
scalar product.
Let M be the set of all countable subsets = figi of Rd satisfying N()
]( \ )< +1 for any compact set  of Rd. We equivalently consider 2M as
a non-negative integer-valued Radon measure on Rd: =
P
i i : M is endowed with
the topology of vague convergence.
The particles we deal with in the present paper are hard balls of radius r=2 (for a
xed r>0) evolving in Rd. So the conguration space of the system is the following
(compact) subset of M:
X = f= figi2 J 2M where J N and for i 6= j; ji − jj>rg;
where i are the positions of the centers of the hard balls.
Throughout this paper when S is a topological space, we denote by B(S) the topo-
logical Borel eld of S, and by W (S) the set of all S-valued continuous functions
dened on [0;1). W (S) is endowed with the local uniform topology.
The -eld (NA;A2B(Rd)) coincides with B(X ). We will also use the -eld
B(X ) dened for each compact subset  of Rd by
B(X )= (NA;A2B(Rd); A):
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We introduce the following measurable subsets of W (X ):
For >0, 06s<t<1 and a bounded open subset O of Rd, we denote by
C(; [s; t]; O) the set of all paths x() of W (X ) such that on the time interval [s; t]
the balls stay at distance greater than =2 from the boundary of O:
if j2 J(x(s); O); 8u2 [s; t]; U(r+)=2(xj(u))O;
if j =2 J(x(s); O); 8u2 [s; t]; U(r+)=2(xj(u))RdnO:
Here
J(= figi ; O)= fi2N: i 2Og
and, for >0; U(A) denotes the open -neighborhood of a set ARd. U(x) is the
abbreviated form of U(fxg), and, for simplicity, we just write U instead of U(f0g).
So,
U= fx2Rd; jxj<g:
For ; >0, T;M 2N and ‘2N, we denote by C[; ; T;M; ‘] the set of all paths x()
of W (X ) such that for any k =0; 1; : : : ; [T=], there exists a sequence O1k ; O
2
k ; : : : O
Q
k of
bounded open disjoint subsets of Rd verifying
8q2f1; 2; : : : ; Qg x()2C(; [k; (k + 1)]; Oqk); (1.1)
Q[
q= 1
J(x(k); Oqk) J(x(k); U‘); (1.2)
8q2f1; 2; : : : ; Qg 16]J(x(k); Oqk)6M: (1.3)
We now dene a measurable subset C of W (X ) which will be a path space con-
taining the processes studied in this paper:
C=
[
2 (0; 12 )
1\
p= 1
1[
M = 1
1\
T = 1
1\
m0 = 1
1[
m=m0
C

m−;
1
m
; T;M;mp

: (1.4)
1.2. Description of the potential and associated Gibbs states
We are dealing with a pair potential =h +s, where h represents a hard core
repulsion, i.e.
h(i; j)=
(
0 if ji − jj>r;
+1 otherwise
(1.5)
and s(i; j)=s(i − j) is an R-valued C1-pair potential on Rd satisfying the fol-
lowing assumptions (1.6){(1.8):
 Summability on X of the functions s and rs:
8fjgj 2X ; 8i;
X
j 6=i
js(i − j)j<+1 and
X
j 6=i
jrs(i − j)j<+1:
(1.6)
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 Lipschitzianity of rs on nite allowed congurations:
There exists K such that for each nite subset J of N, each ; 2X and each i2N
verifying maxj2 J ; j 6=ij(i − j)− (i − j)j<r=2, one hasX
j2 J ; j 6=i
jrs(i − j)−rs(i − j)j6K max
j2 J ; j 6=i
j(i − j)− (i − j)j: (1.7)
 Stretched exponential decrease on X of the sum of rs:
90; 1; 2>0; such that for R large enough; 82X ;8iX
j;ji−jj>R
jrs(i − j)j6g(R) 0 exp(−1R2 ): (1.8)
The range of the smooth pair potential s may be nite or innite, i.e. the support
of s may be compact or not. If the range of s is nite, the function g appearing in
(1.8) vanishes.
Remark 1.1. By an elementary comparison argument with the summability on the
lattice rZd, inequalities (1.6) on s and rs are equivalent to the following uniform
summability on X :
s = sup
2X
sup
i2N
X
j 6=i
js(i − j)j<+1 and
rs = sup
2X
sup
i2N
X
j 6=i
jrs(i − j)j<+1: (1.9)
A sucient condition for (1.6) and (1.7) to hold is that s has C2-regularity andX
k 2Zd
js(rk)j<+1;
X
k 2Zd
jrs(rk)j<+1 and
X
k 2Zd
sup
x2 [0; r]d
jD2s(rk + x)j<+1: (1.10)
Remark 1.2. Let us suppose that the innite range pair potential s(x); x2Rd; is a
function of the norm of x, in such a way that there exists a function ’ on R+ veri-
fying s(x)=’(jxj). Such assumption is physically very natural. Then, the following
regularity of the function ’ is sucient to imply (1.6) and (1.7): ’ is C2; j’j; j’0j and
j’00j are non-increasing functions on some interval [R;+1[ andZ
[R;+1[
j’(u)jud−1 du<+1:
To obtain the exponential bound (1.8), it is enough to suppose the following exponential
decreasing property of ’0:
9R; 0; 1; 2>0; 8u>R; j’0(u)j60 exp(−1u2 ):
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Now, we can dene the set of Gibbs states associated to the pair potential =
h + s. For = f1; 2; : : : ; ng and 2M we dene
(j)= exp
8<
:−
X
16i<j6n
(i; j)−
nX
i= 1
X
j
(i; j)
9=
; :
By assumption (1.6) the second (innite) summation on j is bounded and then, the
function  is well dened.
Let us x a real positive number z. For any compact subset Rd, we denote by
;z the Poisson distribution on M() with intensity measure z dx on , where dx
denotes the Lebesgue measure, and M() is the set of all nite subsets of .
Denition 1.3. A probability measure  on X is called a Gibbs state with respect to
the activity z>0 and the potential , if  satises the following DLR equation for
any compact subset  of Rd:
(jBc (X ))()= ;; z();  -a:s:;
where ;; z is the probability measure on M() dened by
;; z(d)=
1
Z;; z
(j \ c);z(d) and
Z;; z =
Z
M()
(j \ c);z(d): (1.11)
The set of such Gibbs states is denoted by G(z; ).
The set G(z; ) is convex and compact with respect to the topology of weak con-
vergence. Since s, the smooth part of the potential, satises condition (1.6) and then
condition (1.9), it is a stable potential in the sense of Ruelle with stability constant s
and then  is superstable (see Ruelle, 1969, Section 3:2:5). This assures the existence
of at least one element in G(z; ), i.e.
G(z; ) 6= ;:
About the cardinality of G(z; ), we do the following remarks:
 if z is smaller than a critical value zc, Ruelle proved that uniqueness holds (see
Ruelle, 1969, Theorem 4:2:3). Moreover, he did explicit a lowerbound for zc: in our
case,
zc>

exp(2s + 1)
Z
Rd
j1− exp− (x)j dx
−1
:
 for z large enough, it is a well-known conjecture that the set of extremal points of
G(z; ) has a cardinal greater than 2 (see Ruelle, 1969; Georgii, 1988), in other
words a phase transition should occur.
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1.3. The innite-dimensional diusion
Let (
;F; P) be a probability space with a right continuous ltration fFtgt>0 such
that each Ft contains all P-negligible sets.
Let (Bi(t); i2N; t>0) be a sequence of independent d-dimensional Ft-Brownian
motions and X0 = fX1; X2; : : :g be an F0-measurable X -valued random variable on
(
;F; P).
We consider the following system of equations: for each i2N; t>0;
Xi(t) = Xi + Bi(t)− 12
X
j2N
Z t
0
rs(Xi(s)− Xj(s)) ds
+
X
j2N
Z t
0
(Xi(s)− Xj(s)) dLij(s); (1.12)
where
(X(t); t>0) is an X -valued process and (1.13)
Lij(t); i; j2N; are non-decreasing continuous processes with (1.14)
Lij(0)= 0; Lij(:)=Lji(:) and Lij(t)=
Z t
0
5frg(jXi(s)− Xj(s)j) dLij(s):
The pair (X(:);L(:))= f(Xi(:); Lij(:)); i; j2Ng | or simply X(:) | is called a
solution of (1.12) provided that (1.13) and (1.14) are satised and that X(!; )2C
for P-almost all !, where C is the set of regular paths dened by (1.4).
We are now ready to state the main results of this paper.
Theorem 1.4. (i) There exists a measurable subset Y of X such that for each xed
initial value X0 in Y Eq. (1:12) admits a unique solution X(:) which is an Y-valued
diusion process.
(ii) If the law of the initial variable X0 is a Gibbs state of G(z; ) for some
z 2 (0;1); then P(X0 2Y)= 1 and the X -valued process X(:) is a reversible diusion
process.
So, completing the previous remark on the non-uniqueness of Gibbs states with
large activity, we deduce that for large z there may exist several reversible diusion
processes solutions of Eq. (1.12).
Let us mention that using Dirichlet forms, one can construct the law of such a
diusion (cf. Osada, 1996; Yoshida, 1996). In Tanemura (1997), one of the authors
(H.T.) used a Skorohod-type decomposition to prove that, in the case s 0, the
diusion associated with the Dirichlet form coincides with the law of the solution of
the system of equations (without the smooth interaction term rs). We conjecture that
this remains true with the model presented here, but we are mainly interested to use a
pathwise approach, more explicit than the Dirichlet form method.
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2. Skorohod-type equation for a domain in Rnd
Let us rst do some general considerations on reecting boundaries and associated
Skorohod’s problems.
2.1. Geometrical estimates on the reecting boundary
In this subsection and in the next one, the dimension of the Euclidean space is xed
equal to an integer m.
For a domain DRm we dene the set Nx =Nx(D) of inward normal unit vectors
at x2 @D by
Nx =
[
‘>0
Nx;‘; Nx;‘= fn2Rm: jnj=1; U‘(x − ‘n) \ D= ;g:
Let us recall some usual regularity conditions one can suppose on the boundary @D of
the domain D.
Condition A (Uniform exterior sphere condition): There exists a constant 0>0
such that
8x2 @D; Nx =Nx;0 6= ;:
This means that a small enough sphere rolling along the boundary of D reaches each
point of this boundary.
Condition B: There exists constants 0>0 and 0 2 [1;1) such that: for any x2 @D
there exists a unit vector l x verifying
8n2
[
y2U0 (x)\@D
Ny; hl x; ni> 10 :
For example, Condition B is satised when the domain veries the uniform interior
cone condition (see Saisho, 1987).
Under Condition A, each x =2D such that d(x; D)<0 has a unique projection x on
@D, satisfying d(x; D)= jx − xj and ( x − x)=(j x − xj)2Nx. We extend this projection
operator to x2D by x= x.
If, for each x and y in the neighborhood of D, the distance j x − yj between there
projections is controlled by the distance jx−yj between the points, then the boundary of
D is smooth in a certain sense. Saisho established some useful regularity estimates on
the solutions of Skorohod equations in a domain satisfying such a smoothness condition.
We will use these estimates for a domain satisfying a priori only Condition A. So we
rst have to prove that:
Lemma 2.1. If a domain D satises Condition A; then the projection operator on D
satises the following continuity property:
For all x; y2Rm such that d(x; D)<0 and d(y;D)<0
j x − yj6

1 +
jx − xj+ jy − yj
20 − jx − xj − jy − yj

jx − yj: (2.1)
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Proof. Let us take x; y2Rm such that d(x; D)<0 and d(y;D)<0.
If x= x and y= y, inequality (2.1) is clearly satised. So, in the sequel, we assume
that (jx − xj; jy − yj) 6= (0; 0). We now dene cx on the line (x; x) and cy on the line
(y; y) in order to have:
j x − cxj= j y − cyj= 0; x2 [cx; x ];
y2 [cy; y ] and j x − cyj>0; j y − cxj>0:
Such cx and cy always exist, just choose them as follows:
 if x 6= x let x − cx = 0( x − x)=(j x − xj). Since ( x − x)=(j x − xj)2Nx, this choice
implies that U0 (cx) \ D= ;, thus j y − cxj>0.
 if y 6= y let y − cy = 0( y − y)=(j y − yj). This implies that j x − cyj>0.
 if x= x, and thus y 6= y, let cx − x= 0( x − cy)=(j x − cyj). With this choice,
jcx − cyj>0 + j x − cyj>20 thus j y − cxj>0.
 if y= y, and thus x 6= x, let cy− y= 0( y−cx)=(j y−cxj). This choice again implies
j x − cyj>0.
Let us introduce the notations:
x =
jx − cxj
0
; y =
jy − cyj
0
; ex =
x − cx
0
;
ey =
y − cy
0
and h=
cy − cx
0
:
We have
1>x>0; 1>y>0; jexj=1; jeyj=1;
jex − hj>1 and jey + hj>1
and inequality (2.1) becomes:
jex − h− eyj6 2x + y jxex − h− yeyj:
It is sucient to prove this inequality for x 6= y: the continuity of the right-hand side
when y tends to x will then prove that it holds for any (x; y) in ]0; 1]2.
From now on, the parameters x; y 2 ]0; 1], x 6= y, are xed. We only have to
prove that the C1-function
F(ex; ey; h)=
jex − h− eyj2
jxex − h− yeyj2
dened on the C1-manifold
V= f(ex; ey; h)2 (Rm)3; jexj=1; jeyj=1; jex − hj>1; jey + hj>1g
admits (2=(x + y))2 as an upper bound.
First remark that since jexj=1
jex − hj>1,hex; hi6 jhj
2
2
:
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Remark also that F is well-dened on V, since, if hex; hi6jhj2=2,
xex − h− yey =0
) ey = xy ex −
1
y
h and h 6= 0 (because jexj= jeyj and x 6= y)
) jey + hj2 = 1 + 2 xy hex; hi − 2
1
y
hh; hi+ jhj2
61 +
x
y
jhj2 − 2
y
jhj2 + jhj2 = 1− 2− x − y
y
jhj2<1:
Using the famous theorem about dierentiable functions on manifolds, we obtain
sup
V
F =max
 
sup
V1
F; sup
Vr
F; sup
V@
F
!
;
where
V1 = f(ex; ey; h)2V; jhj>4g;
Vr = f(ex; ey; h)2V; jex − hj>1; jey + hj>1;
rF 2 Span (r(jexj2 − 1); r(jeyj2 − 1))g;
V@ = f(ex; ey; h)2V; jex − hj=1 or jey + hj=1g:
The computation of an upper bound for F on V1 is very easy. Just use the triangular
inequality twice
jex − h− eyj6(1− x)jexj+ jxex − h− yeyj+ (1− y)jeyj
jxex − h− yeyj>jhj − x − y>2 if jhj>4
thus
sup
V1
F6

1 +
2− x − y
2
2
6

x + y
x + y
+
2− x − y
x + y
2
=

2
x + y
2
:
To compute an upper bound for F on Vr, we remark that rF =(rexF;reyF;rhF)
and r(jexj2 − 1)= (2ex; 0; 0), r(jeyj2 − 1)= (0; 2ey; 0).
If rF 2 Span(r(jexj2 − 1);r(jeyj2 − 1)), then rhF =0, that is
rhF = −2(ex − h− ey)jxex − h− yeyj
2 + 2(xex − h− yey)jex − h− eyj2
jxex − h− yeyj4 = 0:
This implies that
jex − h− eyj jxex − h− yeyj2 = jxex − h− yeyj jex − h− eyj2
which exactly means that F(ex; ey; h)=
p
F(ex; ey; h), i.e. F(ex; ey; h) equals 0 or 1.
Thus supVr F61.
Finally, we compute a bound for F on V@. We will compute an upper bound for
F(ex; ey; h) when jexj= jeyj=1, jex − hj>1 and jey + hj=1. The computation for
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jex − hj=1 and jey + hj>1 is exactly the same (just exchange ex and ey, x and y
and replace h by −h).
If jexj= jeyj= jey + hj=1 and jex − hj61:
jey + hj = 1, 2hey; hi= − jhj2 , 2hey + h; hi= jhj2
jex − hj> 1, −2hex; hi>− jhj2
thus
jxex − h− yeyj2
= jxex − y(ey + h)− (1− y)hj2
= 2x + 
2
y − 2xyhex; ey + hi+ (1− y)jhj2 − 2x(1− y)hex; hi
> 2x + 
2
y − 2xyhex; ey + hi
and since jex − h− eyj2 = 2− 2hex; ey + hi, we obtain
F(ex; ey; h)6
2− 2hex; ey + hi
2x + 2y − 2xyhex; ey + hi
:
An elementary derivative computation prove that, when A>B, the function u !
(2− 2u)=(A− Bu) decreases on [− 1; 1], thus sup[−1;1](2− 2u)=(A− Bu)= 4=(A+ B)
and
sup
V@
F6
4
2x + 2y + 2xy
=

2
x + y
2
:
The proof is complete.
2.2. Regularity estimates for the solution of Skorohod’s problem
Let D be a domain of Rm. For a given w2W0(Rm)= fw2W (Rm): w(0)= 0g and
x2 D, we consider the following Skorohod equation with reecting boundary @D:
(t)= x + w(t) + ’(t); t>0: (2.2)
A solution is a pair (; ’) satisfying (2.2) and the following two conditions (2.3) and
(2.4) (we also call  a solution of (2.2)):
2W ( D): (2.3)
’ is an Rm-valued continuous function with bounded variation on each nite
time interval satisfying ’(0)= 0 and (2.4)
’(t)=
Z t
0
n(s) dk’ks; k’kt =
Z t
0
5@D((s)) dk’ks;
where n(s)2N(s) if (s)2 @D, and k’kt denotes the total variation of ’ on [0; t].
The existence and uniqueness of solutions of Skorohod-type equations were studied
by many authors (Tanaka, 1979; Lions and Sznitman, 1984; Saisho, 1987). Saisho
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(1987, Theorem 4:1) proved that, under Conditions A and B, Skorohod equation (2.2)
admits a unique solution. Furthermore, this solution satises the following Lipschitz
continuity property as a function of w() and x:
Lemma 2.2. Suppose that the domain D satises Conditions A and B and let (:)
(respectively; 0(:)) be the unique solution of Skorohod equation (2:2) (resp. for
w0 2W0(Rm); x0 2 D; 0(t)= x0 + w0(t) + ’0(t); t>0).
Then there exists a constant C1; depending only on D; such that for each t>0;
j(t)− 0(t)j6(kw − w0kt + jx − x0j)exp(C1(k’kt + k’0kt)): (2.5)
Proof. In Proposition 4:1, Saisho (1987) proved this Lipschitz continuity property
under Condition A, Condition B, and the following additional condition on the projec-
tion operator x ! x (called Condition D in Saisho (1987)):
there exists C1>0 and C2 2 ]0; 0[ such that for all x; y2Rm:
max(jx − xj; jy − yj)6C2 ) j x − yj6(1 + C1 max(jx − xj; jy − yj))jx − yj:
Owing to Lemma 2.1, the projection always have this property (for any C2 2 ]0; 0[
and C1 = 1=(0 − C2) when D satises Condition A.
Remark that the constant C1 in the above lemma a priori depends on the space
dimension m.
The following lemma gives an estimate of the total variation k’kt of the process
’(t) (see Theorem 4:2 in Saisho, 1987).
Lemma 2.3. Suppose that the domain D satises Conditions A and B. Then; for any
nite T>0; we have
k’kt6f

0;T; :(w); sup
s6t
jw(s)j

for all 06t6T;
where f is a function dened on W0(R+)  R+ depending only on the constants
0; 0; 0 in Conditions A and B; and 0;T; :(w) denotes the modulus of continuity of
w in [0; T ] dened as usually by
0;T;(w)= sup
0<s<t<T
jt−sj6
jw(t)− w(s)j: (2.6)
Moreover; the functional w ! f(0;T; :(w); sups6t jw(s)j) is bounded on each set of
paths W satisfying lim!0 supw2W0;T;(w)= 0.
2.3. Application to a system of nitely many hard balls
Now the dimension of the state space is m= nd. Let us dene a system of n hard
balls moving in Rd and reected on the boundary of a domain DnRnd:
Dn= fxn=(x1; : : : ; xn)2Rnd: jxi − xjj>r; i 6= jg:
Saisho and Tanaka (1986) checked that for each n2N, the domain Dn satises Con-
ditions A and B.
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Let b=(b1; : : : ; bn) be a Lipschitz continuous Rnd-valued function dened on Rnd.
Let also take w=(w1; w2; : : :)2W0(Rd)n.
Saisho and Tanaka (1986) proved that the following system of n equations in Rd
(2.7){(2.9) has a unique solution =(i)i= 1;2; :::; n, since it can be considered as a
Skorohod equation in Rnd with @Dn as reecting boundary:
8i2f1; 2; : : : ; ng
i(t)= xi + wi(t) +
Z t
0
bi((s)) ds+
nX
j= 1
Z t
0
(i(s)− j(s)) dij(s): (2.7)
(i)i= 1;2; :::; n are continuous functions with ji(t)− j(t)j>r; t 2 [0;1); i 6= j:
(2.8)
(ij)i; j= 1;2; :::; n are continuous nondecreasing functions with ij(0)= 0; ij  ji
(2.9)
and
ij(t)=
Z t
0
5frg(ji(s)− j(s)j) dij(s):
From now on, the number n of interacting hard balls we study becomes random but
remains a.s. nite. To study such systems, we introduce the new conguration space D:
D=
1[
n= 0
Dn;
where D0 = f;g, D1 =Rd and for n>2,
Dn= fxn=(x1; x2; : : : ; xn)2Rnd: jxi − xjj>r; 16i<j6ng:
Let 	 be a function on f;g [ (S1n= 1 Rnd) satisfying 	(;)= 0 and the following
conditions:
(	:1) 	 is a C1-function, invariant by permutation on (Rd)n for each n>1, with r	
Lipschitz continuous.
(	:2) 9K	 2R, 8n2N, inf (x1 ; :::; x n;y)2Dn+1 (	(x1; : : : ; xn; y)−	(x1; : : : ; xn))>K	
(	:3)
P1
n= 1(z
n=n!)
R
Rnd h(xn)exp(−	(xn)) dxn<+1,
where h(xn)= exp(−
P
16i<j6n h(xi; xj))= 5fx1 ; x2 ; :::; x ng2X .
We dene a probability measure 	z on D by 
	
z (f;g)= 1=Z	z and
	z (A)=
1
Z	z
zn
n!
Z
A
h(xn)exp(−	(xn)) dxn; for any Borel set ADn; (2.10)
where dxn=dx1 dx2 : : : dxn and Z	z =1 +
P1
n= 1(z
n=n!)
R
Rnd h(xn)exp(−	(xn)) dxn.
By the symmetry property of 	, it is clear that 	z can be considered as a probability
measure on X .
For x2D and w=(w1; w2; : : :)2W0(Rd)N, we put
	(t; x;w)=
(
	(t; xn;wn) if x= xn; n2N;
0 if x= ;;
(2.11)
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where wn=(w1; w2; : : : ; wn), and 	(t; xn;wn) is the unique solution of Eq. (2.7) where
the drift b is given by
b(xn)= −r	(xn); n2N: (2.12)
We denote by PW the Wiener measure on W0(Rd). As in Tanemura (1996) Lemma
2.4, we compute a bound for the probability that 	 oscillate too much when w is a
Brownian motion and the initial law is Gibbsian:
Lemma 2.4. The process 	(t; : ; :) is a reversible diusion process under the proba-
bility 	z ⊗ P⊗NW . Moreover; for any nite time T>0; there exists positive constants
C3 and C4 depending only on T and 	 such that
8‘2N; 8; >0
	z ⊗ P⊗NW (9i2N s:t: 0;T;(	i )> and 	i (0)2U‘)6C3zjU‘jexp(−C42=):
We now need to control the geometrical repartition of the particles in Rd. To this
aim, we introduce the concept of cluster.
For 2X , r0>r and two points x, y in Rd, we say that a continuous curve  is a
r0-connection between x and y with respect to (; r0) if x; y2  and Ur0=2(). Then
the occupied cluster C (r0; x; ) of x is dened by
C (r0; x; )= fy2 :9 an occupied connection between x and yg:
The set Ur0=2(C (r0; x; )) is the connected component of Ur0=2() containing x.
First we show the following estimate on the cardinal of the set C (r0; x; ).
Lemma 2.5. Let 	z be the probability measure on D introduced in (2:10). Then; for
any M 2R+; there exists a constant C5 =C5(r; d; z) such that; for any ‘2N and
0<<1;
	z (9x2U‘; ]C (r + ; x; :)>Md)6C5‘d[rM=(2r+2)]exp

−

rM
2r + 2
+ 1

K	

:
Proof. A set of diameter ‘ cannot contain more than (‘=r)d hard balls of diameter r.
Therefore, if ]C (r + ; x; )>Md then the diameter of U(r+)=2(C (r + ; x; )) is larger
than rM , and this in turn implies the existence of fy1; : : : ; yM 0g  such that jy1j6‘+
(r+ )=2, jy1− y2j6r+ ; : : : jyM 0−1− yM 0 j6r+  for some M 0= [rM=(2(r+ ))] + 1.
	z (f such that 9x2U‘; ]C (r + ; x; )>Mdg)
6	z

 such that 9fy1; : : : ; yM 0g ;
jy1j6‘ + r + 2 ; jy1 − y2j6r + ; : : : ; jyM 0−1 − yM 0 j6r + 

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6exp(−M 0K	) 1Z	z
1X
n=M 0
zn
n!
 
n
M 0
!
(M 0)!

Z
R(n−M0)d
h(xn−M 0)exp(−	(xn−M 0)) dxn−M 0

Z
U‘+(r+)=2
dy1
Z
Ur+(y1)
dy2 : : :
Z
Ur+(yM0−1)
h(yM 0) dyM 0
6exp(−M 0K	)jU‘+(r+)=2jjUr+nUrjM
0−1zM
0
6C5‘dM
0−1zM
0
exp(−M 0K	)
for some integer M 0>rM=(2r+2) and with C5 a constant depending only on r; d and z.
This completes the proof.
We now dene a set of regular paths, in the sense that their modulus of continu-
ity is small enough and, at each step of a time partition, the size of the clusters is
bounded. Let 2>1>0, >0 and T; ‘2N. We denote by (1; 2; ; T;M; ‘) the set
of all elements = fi()gi 2W (X ) satisfying
8i2
[
t 2 [0; T ]
J((t); U‘); 0;T;(i())61; (2.13)
8x2U‘; 8k =0; 1; : : : ; [T=]; ]C (r + 2; x; (k))6M: (2.14)
Remark that if ()2(1; 2; ; T;M; ‘) and 2>21, then
8x2U‘; 8t 2 [0; T ]; ]C (r + 2 − 21; x; (t))6M:
We then obtain the following lemma:
Lemma 2.6. Let 0<2<1< 12 ; z>0 and T; p2N. Then for any >0 we can choose
M =M (1; 2; T; p)2N and C6 =C6(1; 2; z; T; p)>0 such that
8m2N; 	z ⊗ P⊗NW

	 2

m−1 ; m−2 ;
1
m
; T;M;mp
c
6C6m−:
Proof. It is a consequence of Lemmas 2.4 and 2.5.
3. Approximation of the solution and convergence
Let J be any non-empty nite subset of N. We now consider an innite sys-
tem of particles in which only a nite number (those indexed by J) move fol-
lowing the dynamics dened in (2.7). Let b=(bi)i2 J be an (Rd)J -valued Lipschitz
continuous function dened on (Rd)J , x=(x1; x2; : : :) such that fx1; x2; : : :g2X and
w=(w1; w2; : : :)2W0(Rd)N. We then obtain the following system of equations (3.1)
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under conditions (3.2) and (3.3)
i(t)=
8>>>>>><
>>>>>>:
xi + wi(t) +
Z t
0
bi((s)) ds
+
X
j2 J
Z t
0
(i(s)− j(s)) dij(s) if i2 J ;
xi if i =2 J :
(3.1)
(i)i2 J are continuous functions with ji(t)− j(t)j>r; t 2 [0;1); i 6= j: (3.2)
(ij; i; j2 J) are continuous non-decreasing functions with ij(0)= 0; ij  ji
(3.3)
and
ij(t)=
Z t
0
5frg(ji(s)− j(s)j) dij(s):
For i =2 J or j =2 J, ij  0.
Existence and uniqueness of the solution of (3.1) were discussed in the previous
section.
Let s be the smooth pair potential with innite range dened in Section 1.2, and let
 ‘;; ‘2N; 2X be non-negative smooth functions dened on Rd with the following
properties:
r ‘; is bounded Lipschitz continuous: (3.4)
 ‘;=0 on U‘ =U‘nUr( \ U c‘ ): (3.5)
X
‘2N
sup
2X
Z
RdnU‘
exp(− ‘;(x)) dx<+1: (3.6)
Such functions obviously exist: take for example  ‘;(x)= ld+1(x) with  a C2-
function with bounded derivatives which is equivalent to d(: ; U ‘ ) on Rd (see Stein,
1970, p. 171).
We can now dene on
S1
n= 1 Rnd the following potential, as perturbation by the
self-potential  ‘; of the smooth pair potential s, with  as xed external conguration:
for any J nite subset of N,
	‘;(xJ )=
X
i2 J
 ‘;(xi) +
X
i; j2 J
i<j
s(xi − xj) +
X
i2 J
j;jjj>‘
s(xi − j): (3.7)
Note that 	‘; satises the assumptions made on the function 	 in the Section 2.3:
(	:1) is obvious, (	:2) is true with K	= − 2s and (	:3) comes from (3.6).
From now on, and for the rest of this section, let X0 = fX1; X2; : : :g be a xed
X -valued random variable with Gibbsian law 2G(z; ). Let (Bi(t); i2N) be a family
of independent Rd-valued Brownian motions.
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We now consider, for each ‘2N, a particular case of Eq. (3.1) with xi=Xi; wi=Bi(),
bi= − 12ri	‘;X0 and J = J(X0; U‘)= fi2N: jXij<‘g random. The unique solution of
this equation is denoted by (X ‘(t);L‘(t))= (X ‘i (t); L
‘
ij(t); i; j2N) and satises
X ‘i (t)=
8>>>>>><
>>>>>>:
Xi + Bi(t)− 12
Z t
0
ri	‘;X0 (X ‘J (s)) ds
+
X
j2 J(X0 ;U‘)
Z t
0
(X ‘i (s)− X ‘j (s)) dL‘ij(s) if i2 J(X0; U‘);
Xi if i =2 J(X0; U‘):
(3.8)
(X ‘i ())i2J(X0 ;U‘) are continuous processes with jX ‘i (t)− X ‘j (t)j>r; 8t>0; i 6=j:
(3.9)
(L‘ij; i; j2N) are continuous non-decreasing processes with L‘ij(0)= 0; L‘ij L‘ji
(3.10)
and
L‘ij(t)=
8><
>:
Z t
0
5frg(jX ‘i (s)− X ‘j (s)j) dL‘ij(s) if i; j2 J(X0; U‘);
0 otherwise:
Then we have the following convergence result:
Proposition 3.1. The sequence of processes (X ‘)‘2N converges a.s. in W (X ) to a
reversible process X1 with values in C \; where
=
\
0<< 12
1\
p= 1
1\
T = 1
1[
m0 = 1
1\
m=m0


m−;
1
m
; T; mp

and
[; ; T; ‘] = ffig2W (X ):0;T;(i)< for any i with min
t 2 [0; T ]
ji(t)j<‘g:
Moreover; the process X1(:) is the unique solution of the innite-dimensional system
of stochastic equations (1:12) when the initial condition is equal to X0 = fX1; X2; : : :g.
The rest of this section is devoted to the proof of Proposition 3.1 We rst construct
a set of probability one on which (X ‘) is a Cauchy sequence and then we prove that
the limit point is the unique solution of (1.12).
Lemma 3.2. Let 0<2<1< 12 and T; p2N. Then we can choose M 2N such that
1X
m= 1
(m+1)pX
‘=mp
P

X ‘()2

m−1 ; m−2 ;
1
m
; T;M;mp
c
<+1:
Proof. Let ‘;z be the Gibbs measure dened by (2.10) where the function 	 is
taken equal to the potential 	‘; dened in (3.7). By comparing ‘;z and the local
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specication U‘; ; z (dened by (1.11)) as detailed in the Proposition 6:1 (Steps 1
and 2) in Fradon and Roelly (to appear), we obtain
‘;z (N(U‘ )c 6= 0)6
Z
X
N(U‘ )c ()
‘;
z (d)6z exp(−2s)
Z
RdnU‘
exp(− ‘;(x)) dx
the same upper-bound holds for j‘;z −U‘; ; zj(N(U‘ )c = 0), which leads to the estimate
k‘;z − U‘; ; zk62z exp(−2s)
Z
RdnU‘
exp(− ‘;(x)) dx;
where kk denotes the total variation of a signed measure . Then,
P

X ‘()2

m−1 ; m−2 ;
1
m
; T;M;mp
c
6
Z
P

X ‘()2

m−1 ; m−2 ;
1
m
; T;M;mp
c
jX ‘(0)= 

d‘;z () d()
+
Z
k‘;z − U‘; ; zk d():
By Lemma 2.6, assumption (3.6) and the above inequalities the series in Lemma 3.2
converges.
We x the parameters 0<2<1< 12 , T 2N and p2N.
By the scaling property of the Brownian motion B and Doob’s inequality, we control
the modulus of continuity of B as follows:
1X
m= 1
(m+1)pX
‘=mp
P

0;T;1=m(Bi)>m−1 for some i with min
t 2 [0; T ]
jX ‘i (t)j<mp

<+1:
Combining this and Lemma 3.2, by Borel Cantelli’s Lemma, for almost all !, there
exists M 2N and m0 =m0(!)2N such that
for m>m0 and mp6‘<(m+ 1)p;X ‘();X ‘+1()2(m−1 ; m−2 ; 1=m; T;M;mp)
and 8i2
[
t 2 [O;T ]
J(X ‘(t); Ump); 8h2 ]0; T ]; 0;T;h(Bi)62h1 :
We are now looking for an upper bound for jX ‘i − X ‘+1i j when i belongs to some
subset of indices.
To this aim we need a comparison lemma formulated under the following generality:
for =1; 2, let x() 2X , and J() be nite subsets of N. We also dene two drift
functions on (Rd)J() by
b()i (x)= −
1
2
X
j2 J()
rs(xi − xj) + c()i (x); i2 J();
where c() = (c()i )i2 J() is an (Rd)J()-valued Lipschitz continuous function. We denote
by (()(t); ()(t)) the unique solution of (3.1) with J = J(), x= x(), bi= b
()
i and
w2W0(Rd)N xed not depending on .
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Lemma 3.3. Suppose that there exists R; R0; R1>0; M 2N; 0>0; 1; 2>0; 0<6T
such that
jc(1)i (x)j; jc(2)i (x)j6g(R) if xi 2UR1−R; (3.11)
8i2J(x(1); UR0 ) [ J(x(2); UR0 );8h2]0; T ]; jx(1)i −x(2)i j60 and 0;T;h(wi)62h1 ;
(3.12)
(1)(); (2)()2(1; 2; ; T;M; R0): (3.13)
If 2(0+1)<2<r=M and k satises k(Mr+R)6R06R1; then; there exists a constant
C7 such that for all indices a satisfying jx(1)a j6R0 − k(Mr + R) and for all t 2 [0; ];
j(1)a (t)− (2)a (t)j6C7eKC70 +
(KC7)k
k!
(0 + 21) + 3C7g(R)eKC7:
(Recall that K is the Lipschitz constant of rs dened in (1:7)).
Proof. Put R0=Mr + R. By (3.13) for any a2 J(x(); UR0−R0),
0;T;(()a ())61; ]C (r + 2; x()a ; x())6M; =1; 2:
Since 2<r=M , we see that
C (r + 2; x()a ; x
())UR0−R−2 ; =1; 2:
We put
J(a)= J(x(1);C (r + 2; x(1)a ; x(1)));
JR(a)= J(x(1); UR+2 (C (r + 2; x(1)a ; x(1)))):
Then, since (M − 1)(r + 2) + R+ 26R0, we have
a2 J(a) JR(a) J(x(1); UR0(x(1)a )) and ]J(a)6M: (3.14)
By (3.12) and (3.13), for t 2 [0; ]
j(1)i (t)− (1)j (t)j>2 − 21>0 if i2 J(a); j =2 J(a);
j(2)i (t)− (2)j (t)j>2 − 21 − 20>0; if i2 J(a); j =2 J(a):
Then we have, for =1; 2; t 2 [0; ]; and i2 J(a);
()i (t)= x
()
i +W
()
i (t) +
X
j2 J(a)
Z t
0
(()i (s)− ()j (s)) d()ij (s);
where
W ()i (t)=wi(t)−
1
2
X
j2 J()
Z t
0
rs(()i (s)− ()j (s)) ds+
Z t
0
c()i (s; 
()(s)) ds:
For x=(x1; x2; : : :) such that x= fx1; x2; : : :g2X and for any non-empty nite subset
J of N, we denote by xJ =(xi; i2 J)2 (Rd)J the projection of x on (Rd)J and by
jxjJ =maxi2 J jxij its supremum norm.
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Since each process ()J(a)(:) is solution of a Skorohod equation, we can apply
Lemma 2.2 for a state space dimension m= ]J(a)d bounded by Md and for w=W ()J(a).
Remark that
8h2 ]0; T ]; 0;T;h(W ()i )62h−1 +rsh=2 + g(R)h
which tends uniformly to 0 for R>0 and i2 J(a) when h tends to 0. So by Lemma 2.3
there exists a constant C>0 such that
8t 2 [0; ];8i2 J(a);
∥∥∥∥∥∥
X
j2 J(a)
Z t
0
(()i (s)− ()j (s)) d()ij (s)
∥∥∥∥∥∥
t
6C:
This implies
j(1)i (t)− (2)i (t)j6 j(1)J(a)(t)− (2)J(a)(t)j
6 exp(2
p
MC1C)(jx(1)J(a) − x(2)J(a)j+ kW (1)J(a) −W (2)J(a)kt)
6
C7
M
(jx(1)J(a) − x(2)J(a)j+ kW (1)J(a) −W (2)J(a)kt);
where C7 =M exp(2
p
MC1C).
By (3.12) and (3.13) we have j(1)(t)−(2)(t)jJ(x(1) ;UkR0 (x(1)a ))60+21. Thus assump-
tion (1.8) holds, and together with assumption (1.7) on rs, we have
kW (1)J(a) −W (2)J(a)kt
6
1
2
X
i2 J(a)
X
j2 JR(a)
Z t
0
jrs((1)i (s)− (1)j (s))−rs((2)i (s)− (2)j (s))j ds
+
1
2
X
i2 J(a)
X
j =2 JR(a)
Z t
0
(jrs((1)i (s)− (1)j (s))j+ jrs((2)i (s)− (2)j (s))j) ds
+
X
i2 J(a)
Z t
0
(jc(1)i ((1)(s))j+ jc(2)i ((2)(s))j) ds
6
1
2
X
i2 J(a)
K
Z t
0
max
j2 JR(a)
j(1)i (s)− (1)j (s)− (2)i (s) + (2)j (s)j ds+ 3Mg(R)t
6MK
Z t
0
j(1)(s)− (2)(s))jJR(a) ds+ 3Mg(R)t:
Then we have, for t 2 [0; ],
j(1)a (t)− (2)a (t)j
6C7jx(1) − x(2)jJ(a) + KC7
Z t
0
j(1)(s)− (2)(s)jJR(a) ds+ 3C7g(R)t: (3.15)
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From (3.14) we see that if a2 J(x(1); UR0−2R0) and i2 JR(a), then i2 J(x(1); UR0−R0)
and so we can apply the above computation to the ith coordinate: for t 2 [0; ],
j(1)i (t)− (2)i (t)j
6C7jx(1) − x(2)jJ(i) + KC7
Z t
0
j(1)(s)− (2)(s)jJR(i) ds+ 3C7g(R)t: (3.16)
Since JR(i) J(x(1); U2R0(x(1)a )), from (3.14) and (3.15) we have for each t 2 [0; ]
j(1)a (t)− (2)a (t)j
6C7jx(1) − x(2)jJ(x(1) ;U2R0 (x(1)a ))
+KC7
Z t
0

C7jx(1) − x(2)jJ(x(1) ;U2R0 (x(1)a ))
+KC7
Z t
0
j(1)(u)− (2)(u)jJ(x(1) ;U2R0 (x(1)a )) du+ 3C7g(R)s

ds
+3C7g(R)t
6C7(1 + KC7t)jx(1) − x(2)jJ(x(1) ;U2R0 (x(1)a ))
+ (KC7)2
Z t
0
Z s
0
j(1)(u)− (2)(u)jJ(x(1) ;U2R0 (x(1)a )) du ds
+3C7g(R)(t + KC7t2=2):
Repeating this procedure, we obtain for a2 J(x(1); UR0−kR0)
j(1)a (t)− (2)a (t)j
6C7 exp(KC7t)jx(1) − x(2)jJ(x(1) ;UkR0 (x(1)a ))
+(KC7)k
Z t
0
Z t1
0
  
Z tk−1
0
j(1)(tk)− (2)(tk)jJ(x(1) ;UkR0 (x(1)a )) dtk    dt2 dt1
+3C7g(R)t exp(KC7t):
Once more, by (3.12) and (3.13) we have j(1)(t) − (2)(t)jJ(x(1) ;UkR0 (x(1)a ))60 + 21.
Then we obtain the desired estimate.
For m>m0 large enough such that 4m−1<m−2<r=M , and for ‘ in the following
interval mp6‘<(m+ 1)p, we put J(1)= J(X0(!); U‘); J(2)= J(X0(!); U‘+1),
c(1)i (x)= −
1
2
X
j;jXj(!)j‘
rs(xi − Xj(!))− 12r 
‘;X0(!)(xi);
c(2)i (x)= −
1
2
X
j;jXj(!)j‘+1
rs(xi − Xj(!))− 12r 
‘+1;X0(!)(xi);
1 =m−1 ; 2 =m−2 ; =1=m; R=mp−3; R1 = ‘ − R.
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For t 2 [0; 1=m] we put x(1) = x(2) =X0(!); 0 = 0; R0 = 2Tmp−1 and apply
Lemma 3.3 with k =m. Then, there exists m1 such that, for m>m1,
jX ‘i (!; t)− X ‘+1i (!; t)j6a(m); i2 J(X0(!); U(2Tm2−m)R); t 2

0;
1
m

;
where
a(m)=
2
m!

KC7
m
m
m−1 +
3C7
m
g(mp−3)exp(KC7=m):
For t 2 [1=m; 2=m] we put x(1) =X ‘(!; 1=m); x(2) =X ‘+1(!; 1=m); 0 = a(m); R0 =
(2Tm2 − m)R and apply Lemma 3.3 with k =m. Then, we have
jX ‘i (!; t)− X ‘+1i (!; t)j6(1 + C9)a(m); i2J(X0(!); U(2Tm2−2m)R); t2

1
m
;
2
m

;
where C9 = supm>m1 (C7 exp(KC7=m) + 1=m!(KC7=m)
m)<+1.
Repeating this procedure, we have for all i2 J(X0(!); UTmp−1 ), ‘2 [mp; (m + 1)p]
and t 2 [0; T ],
jX ‘i (!; t)− X ‘+1i (!; t)j6a(m)
mT−1X
k = 0
Ck9 = a(m)
CmT9 − 1
C9 − 1 :
Hence, we can choose m2>m1 such that for any m>m2 and i2 J(X0(!); UTmp−1 ),
1X
‘=mp
supt 2 [0;T ]jX ‘i (!; t)− X ‘+1i (!; t)j6
1X
n=m
(n+1)pX
‘= np
a(n)
CnT9 − 1
C9 − 1
6
1X
n=m
(n+ 1)pa(n)
CnT9
C9 − 1
6C10
1X
n=m

1
n!
+ CnT9 exp(−1n2(p−3))

:
This series converges if we choose the parameter p>p0>1=2 + 3 (we recall that 2
is the exponent appearing in the exponential decreasing of rs (1.8)).
So there exists X1() such that, for all i2 J(X(!); UTmp−1 ) and ‘>mp,
sup
t 2 [0; T ]
jX ‘i (!; t)− X1i (!; t)j<
C11
m!
: (3.17)
Thus we obtain
P
 
lim
‘!1
sup
t 2 [0; T ]
jX ‘i (t)− X1i (t)j=0; T>0; i2N
!
=1
which is exactly the condition for X ‘ to converge a.s. in W (X ) to X1.
Since the process X1() is the limit of X ‘(), the reversibility of X1() is a conse-
quence of the reversibility property for X ‘() (see the proof of Theorem 2 in Tanemura
(1996)).
Remark that any canonical Gibbs state associated to the potential  is also a re-
versible state for the process X1, since it is a mixture of Gibbs states (with respect
to the activity parameter z).
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From Lemma 3.2 and (3.17) we easily have
1X
m= 1
P

X1()2

m−1 ; m−2 ;
1
m
; T;M;mp
c
<1
and so P(X1()2C \)= 1.
The proof of Proposition 3.1 will be complete by proving the following lemma.
Lemma 3.4. The process X1(t) is the unique solution of (1:12) with initial condition
equal to X0 = fX1; X2; : : :g.
Proof. By the same argument as in the proof of Lemma 3.3 for any a2N and su-
ciently large ‘ we have nite subsets J‘(k=m; a) 3 a; k =0; 1; : : : ; mT such that
jX ‘i (t)− X ‘j (t)j>m−1 ; i2 J‘

k
m
; a

; j =2 J‘

k
m
; a

; t 2

k
m
;
k + 1
m

:
By virtue of estimate (3.17) for suciently large ‘ we can chose J‘(k=m; a); k =
0; 1; : : : ; mT , to be independent of ‘ and denote them by J(k=m; a); k =0; 1; : : : ; mT .
Then we have
X ‘i (t) = X
‘
i

k
m

+ Bi(t)− Bi

k
m

− 1
2
X
j
Z t
k=m
rs(X ‘i (s)− X ‘j (s)) ds
+
X
j2J(k=m; a)
Z t
k=m
(X ‘i (s)− X ‘j (s)) dL‘ij(s); i2J

k
m
; a

; t2

k
m
;
k+1
m

:
By Lemma 2.2 we obtain
X1i (t) = X
1
i

k
m

+ Bi(t)− Bi

k
m

− 1
2
X
j
Z t
k=m
rs(X1i (s)− X1j (s)) ds
+
X
j2J(k=m; a)
Z t
k=m
(X1i (s)− X1j (s))dL1ij (s); i2J

k
m
; a

; t2

k
m
;
k + 1
m

(3.18)
which implies that X1() is a solution of (1.12).
Suppose that Y() is also a solution of (1.12). Let X1(; !)2 and Y(; !)2C.
For any T 2N, m3 2N and p>p0, we can choose 0<<0< 12 and m>m3 with
m−>4m−
0
such that
Y(; !)2C

m−;
1
m
; T;M;mp

; X1(; !)2

m−
0
;
1
m
; T; mp

:
Then we can take a sequence J(k=m; a) 3 a for which (3.18) holds for each k =
0; 1; : : : ; mT and
Yi(t) = Yi

k
m

+ Bi(t)− Bi

k
m

− 1
2
X
j
Z t
k=m
rs(Yi(s)− Yj(s)) ds
+
X
j2 J(k=m; a)
Z t
k=m
(Yi(s)− Yj(s)) dLYij(s); i2 J

k
m
; a

; t 2

k
m
;
k + 1
m

:
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Then by the same argument to get (3.17) we have
sup
t 2 [0; T ]
jYi(!; t)− X1i (!; t)j<
C12
m!
i2 J(X0(!); UTmp−1 ):
Since we can take m as large as we want, we have X(t; !)=Y(t; !); t 2 [0; T ],
for any T>0 and ! in a set of full probability. This completes the proof of
Proposition 3.1.
4. Solution with deterministic initial condition and measurability properties
For x= fx1; x2; : : :g2X and w=(w1; w2; : : :)2W0(Rd)N, we consider the following
system of equations (4.1) under the conditions (4.2) and (4.3):
8i2N;
i(t)=xi + wi(t)− 12
X
j2N
Z t
0
rs(i(s)− j(s))ds+
X
j2N
Z t
0
(i(s)− j(s))dij(s)
(4.1)
()= f1(); 2();   gi 2C \: (4.2)
ij; i; j2N; are continuous nondecreasing functions with ij(0)= 0; ij = ji
(4.3)
and
ij(t)=
Z t
0
5frg(ji(s)− j(s)j) dij(s):
We denote by  the set of all elements (x;w) of X W0(Rd)N for each of which
there exists a solution (t; x;w) of (4.1). By the same argument as in the proof of
Lemma 3.4, we see that (t; x;w) is the unique solution of (4.1). Remark that if
x()2C \, then x(s+ )2C \. So, for (x;w)2,
((s; x;w); sw)2; s>0 (4.4)
and
(s+ t; x;w)= (t; (s; x;w); sw); s; t>0 (4.5)
by virtue of the uniqueness, where sw(t)=w(s+ t)− w(s). Put
^(t; x;w)=
(
(t; x;w) if (x;w)2;
x otherwise
for t>0. Similarly as in Lemma 6:1 in Tanemura (1996), we can prove that:
 is B(X W0(Rd)N)-measurable; (4.6)
(; x;w) 7! ^(; x;w) is measurable from X W0(Rd)N to W (Rd)N endowed
with their Borel elds: (4.7)
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End of the Proof of Theorem 1.4. (i). By Fubini’s theorem
Y= fx2X : P⊗NW (x)= 1g
is a measurable subset of X where x= fw2W0(Rd)N: (x;w)2g. By Proposition
3.1, if the distribution of X is 2G(z; ), for some z>0, then P((X ;B)2)= 1, and
so P(X 2Y)= 1. We put
P(t; x; )=P⊗NW ((t; x; )2)
for t>0; x2Y and 2B(Y). Suppose that x2Y. Then (x;B)2, a.s. and so by
(4.4) and (4.5)
((; x;B); B)2; a:s: and (+ t; x;B)= (t; (; x;B); B); a:s:
for any Ft-stopping time . From the strong Markov property of B we see that
(; x;B)2Y a.s. and
P((+ t; x;B)2jF) = P⊗NW ((t; (; x;B); )2)
= P(t; (; x;B); ); a:s:
for t>0 and 2B(Y). This means that (t; x;w) is a strong Markov process.
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